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Paper Practice Resource for Students

The Colorado Measures of Academic Success (CMAS) is Colorado’s standards-
based assessment program designed to measure the Colorado Academic
Standards (CAS) in the content areas of science, social studies, English language
arts, and mathematics. The sample items included in this resource provide
students with an opportunity to become familiar with the format of test items
that appear in the paper-based test books. The sample items are not intended to
be a complete test, nor are they intended to cover all assessed content or item
types.

While the use of the sample items is not required, it is strongly encouraged to
help ensure students are familiar with the types of items they may encounter
while taking the paper-based test.

Item Types:

Selected Response Items

Selected response items are multiple choice questions. To respond, the student
indicates their response by filling in the circle(s) next to their answer choice.

Constructed Response Items

Constructed response items are questions or prompts that require an
independent, written response. To respond, the student writes his or her answer
in the response box in the test book.
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Converted Online Technology-Enhanced Item Types

Online technology-enhanced items converted to the paper testing format may
ask students to:

• Circle the correct answer

• Complete a table with checkmarks, Xs, or letters from a list of answer
choices

• Fill in the blank

• Draw lines from boxes to correct answers

• Complete a bar graph or histogram

Performance Events

A performance event is a group of items that relate to a set of sources about a
social studies topic. Refer to the Sample Sources document for the sources that
correspond to the sample items in this document.
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ITEM SET 1
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1. Study the diagram.

  

Which event completes this diagram?

Events in Colorado History

More people 
move to 
Colorado 
Territory.

People are 
worried that 

there are 
few laws.

?

2. How did settlers moving to Colorado in the 1860s affect Native
Americans?

A

A

B

B

C

C

D

D

The population of Native Americans grew.

The federal government sends lawyers.

Conflict with Native Americans increased.

The federal government buys land.

Native Americans moved to cities.

A state constitution is written.

Native Americans began to farm.

State borders are changed.
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3. Read the information.

Explain three ways people in Colorado can save water.

In 2014, about one-third of Colorado felt the effects of a drought. 
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4. Using information from Sources 1 and 4, complete the timeline by
writing the correct letter of the event in each box.

Boulder Valley 
Railroad built.

Colorado 
becomes
a state.

First powered, 
controlled 
airplane flight
takes place.

Oklahoma 
becomes
a State.

U.S. enters 
World War I.

Great Depression 
starts.

1870

1880

1890

1900

1910

1920

1930

A. Josephine 
Roche becomes 
the head of a 
mining company.

B. Rocky 
Mountain Fuel 
Company begins.

C. Safety begins
to improve in 
mines.

Directions: You will use the information in your Source Book to answer the
following set of questions. Open Source Set 1 of your Source Book and study the
Josephine Roche and Coal Mining Sources on pages 6 through 10 to answer
questions 4 through 9.
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5. Select three correct answers.

Based on Source 4, in which years were technologies introduced that
made coal mining safer for miners?

A

B

C

D

E

1871

1896

1912

1918

1930
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6. Look at the map.

Using Source 5, circle the number on the map where the Standard Mine
was located.

  

N

S

EW

Map of Colorado and Neighboring States

New Mexico

U
tah

Nebraska

K
ansas

Wyoming

70

70

76

25

Denver

Boulder
Longmont

= city

= highway

LEGEND

4

3

2
1
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7. Using sources 1, 2, 3, and 5:

Describe three ways that people in the coal-mining industry changed
the local environment.

Use evidence from the sources to support your answer.
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8. Based on the sources, describe three ways that the discovery of coal in
north central Colorado helped the area develop.
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9. Based on the sources, explain one example of how each type of
resource helped the coal-mining industry become successful.

• a natural resource

• a human resource

• a capital resource

You have completed all questions related to the
Josephine Roche and Coal Mining Sources.
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10. Study the map.

  

Which area of Colorado is likely to receive the most snowfall every year?

Area 4

Area 3

Area 5

Area 1

Area 6

Area 2

LEGEND

= 10,001 feet or higher
= 5,001–10,000 feet

Wyoming

New Mexico

Colorado

= 2,000–5,000 feet

Colorado Elevations
Nebraska

N

S

EW

Area 2

Area 6

Area 1

Area 5

Area 3

Area 4

A

B

C

D

E

F

Area 1

Area 2

Area 3

Area 4

Area 5

Area 6
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11. Read the passage and answer the question.

A student is asked to write in her journal about her weekend.

  

What statement in this journal reflects the student’s opportunity cost?

Oct. 1ST

It was a difficult choice. I ended up going 
camping. It was so much FUN! But, I could not go 
to the ballet. So that made me a little sad.

Then, my grandparents asked to take me
to the ballet on the same night!

First, my cousins invited me to go camping.

this is a 
camping tent!

Z Z Z Z Z ZZ

Ballet shoes!
I     ballet

I had a couple of choices over the weekend.I had a couple of choices over the weekend.

grandparents asked to take me
to the ballet

It was a difficult choice.
I could not go

to the ballet.

A

B

C

D

“Then, my grandparents asked to take me to the ballet on the same
night!”

“I had a couple of choices over the weekend.”

“But, I could not go to the ballet.”

“It was a difficult choice.”
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12. Draw a line from each empty box on the time line to the event in
Colorado history that happened on that date.

  

The United
States

becomes a
country.

1776

The
Civil
War

begins.

18611858 1876

Colorado
becomes
a state.

Spain
claims the
territory

of
Colorado.

Gold is
found in
Colorado.
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13. Study the posters and answer the question.

  

Circle two posters that best show examples of opportunity costs.

Opportunity Cost Opportunity Cost
Amy

Mon.
Tue.
Wed.
Thurs.
Fri.

Opportunity Cost Opportunity Cost
At recess, I can
read a book or play
a game. I choose
to play the game.
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14. Read each speaker box.

Each speaker is looking for a service from the Colorado state
government.

Draw a line to connect the state department that would be most helpful
for each speaker.

  

Speaker 1
I am opening a 
new restaurant 
and want to 
make sure my 
food is safe.

Speaker 2
I need 
information 
about paying 
my state taxes.

Speaker 3
I want to know 
the laws about 
selling the 
eggs from my 
farm.

Department of
Revenue

Department of
Agriculture

Department of
Public Health and

Environment

Speakers State Departments
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This is the end of Item Set 1.

15. Study the map.

  

Which geographic feature helps ranchers in Colorado as well as ranchers
in Utah and Arizona?

Colorado
River

Great
Plains

Arkansas
River

Rocky
Mountains

         

New Mexico

Utah

Arizona

N

S

EW

Colorado

Rocky
Mountains

Great
Plains

Colorado
River

Arkansas
River

A

B

C

D

Rocky Mountains

Arkansas River

Colorado River

Great Plains
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ITEM SET 2
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1.

Read the excerpts from the passage. Write the letter of each excerpt in
the correct box to complete the chart.

  

Read the passage.

During the building of Bent’s Fort, Kit Carson and his men had their
horses and mules [taken] by a party of Crow warriors. Carson and 
his men moved towards the Crow camp [to retrieve the horses].
Suddenly, out of the woods came 60 Crow warriors, ready to fight.
Two of Carson’s men, Black Whiteman and Little Turtle [were from the
Cheyenne Tribe.] [They] stampeded the horses and mules and took
them downstream for safekeeping. When [Black Whiteman and Little
Turtle] returned to help with the fight, they found Carson and the
other men resting. The Crows had run away.

Conflict Between Native
Americans and Kit Carson

Cooperation Between Native
Americans and Kit Carson

During the building of Bent’s Fort, 
Kit Carson and his men had their 
horses and mules [taken] by a 
party of Crow warriors.

Suddenly, out of the woods came 
60 Crow warriors, ready to fight.

Two of Carson’s men, Black 
Whiteman and Little Turtle
[were from the Cheyenne Tribe.]

A.

B.

C.
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2. Study the map.

  

Colorado is a correct answer for which geographic question?

Western United States

N
E

S

W

Texas

Nevada

Colorado
Kansas

Utah

OklahomaNew
MexicoArizona

A

B

C

D

Which state is separated from Texas by Oklahoma?

Which state shares the longest border with Utah?

Which state borders both Nevada and Utah?

Which state is west of New Mexico?
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3. Read the scenario and answer the question.

What are two ways the students in the science club could limit their
financial risk?

Students in a school science club would like to go on a field trip to
see a new exhibit at the local history museum. They have decided 
to have a bake sale at school to earn money to help pay for the 
field trip.

A

B

C

D

Ask for goods to be donated.

Hold the bake sale for one day.

Sell the goods during class time.

Set up their sale stand near the main hallway.
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4. Based on Source 4, what does the information about the Tabor Grand
Opera House suggest?

5. Based on the sources, what is the most likely reason railroads were
expensive to build in Colorado in the late 1800s?

6. Based on Source 2, which statement best explains how economic
resources influenced silver production?

A

A

A

B

B

B

C

C

C

D

D

D

Silver miners from Leadville had little economic success.

The land was too rough to build railroad tracks.

Very little money was needed to make silver bars.

Colorado silver was usually sold to bankers in Mississippi.

Settlers lacked the technology to build railroads.

Windmills supplied the power needed to make silver bars.

Denver had many people working in the silver mining industry.

There were limited public lands available for railroads.

Few workers were needed to prepare the silver to make silver bars.

Money from silver mines benefited people in other parts of Colorado.

The lumber needed to build railroad tracks was scarce.

Workers separated the silver from other metals to make silver bars.

Directions: You will use the information in your Source Book to answer the
following set of questions. Open Source Set 2 of your Source Book and study
The Colorado Silver Boom Sources on pages 12 through 17 to answer questions 
4 through 9.
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7. Based on the sources, explain why the silver boom and the increase in
silver miners in Colorado led to an increase in the number of businesses
in Colorado. Support your answer with examples from the sources.
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8. Railroads eventually became the main way to ship silver from the mines.
Based on the sources, describe advantages to miners of shipping silver
by railroad, instead of by pack train or mule.
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9. Using the sources, explain a likely reason the Colorado silver boom
benefited people in other parts of the United States. Use examples from
the sources to support your answer.

You have completed all questions related to 
The Colorado Silver Boom Sources.
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10. Complete the steps that tell how a bill becomes a law in Colorado by
writing the correct letter in each box.

  

A         introduces a bill to the House.

The bill is sent to a         .

The bill is talked about, presented to the 
House, and a vote is taken.

If the bill passes, it goes to the Senate.

The bill goes through the same steps in 
the Senate.

If the bill passes through the Senate 
unchanged, it is approved.

If the         signs the bill, it becomes a law.

If the bill is not signed, it automatically 
becomes a law in ten days.

governor

legislator

committee

A.

B.

C.
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11. Study the map.

  

Building a New Settlement

1

2

3

= Desert
= Forest

= River

= Mountains
= Lake

LEGEND

Directions: Use the information below to answer the question on the next page.
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Choose one of the numbered places on the map and explain which
geographic features would encourage people to live there. What changes
would people make to the local environment?
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12. Read the passage.

Draw lines to connect each option to the correct level of risk.

  

Pedro wants to purchase a video game system. The money he earns
every week from doing chores is not enough to buy the system.

Placing his 
allowance in a bank 
until he has enough 
money saved

Buying collectible 
cards to sell to 
friends

Purchasing raffle 
tickets to win a 
video game system

Highest amount of 
financial risk

High amount of 
financial risk

Lowest amount of 
financial risk
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13. Study the time line.

  

Which event best completes this time line?

Select Events in Colorado History

1861 U.S. Congress forms the territory of Colorado

1876 Citizens approve Colorado Constitution
1876 ?

A

B

C

D

Colorado becomes the thirty-eighth state.

Golden becomes the capital of Colorado.

Colorado women gain the right to vote.

Gold is discovered in Colorado.
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14. Describe how computers have changed how people work and live in
Colorado in the last 50 years.
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This is the end of Item Set 2.

15. Read the information.

Which sentence describes an action that would best solve this problem?

Problem: A student believes that cars drive too fast on a city street
near a school.

A

B

C

D

The student asks the principal to change the speed limit.

The student encourages his friends to talk to the principal.

The student thinks that the speed limit should be lowered to keep
students safe.

The student writes a letter to the city council asking that the speed
limit be lowered.
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ITEM SET 3
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1. Study the poster.

  

What is the financial risk if a student decides to buy a ticket?

BICYCLE RAFFLE
$10 per ticket

The winner will be
chosen during

lunch time.

2.

  

Which leader correctly replaces the question mark?

Part of the
executive branch

Is elected
by citizensSigns laws

A

A

B

B

C

C

D

D

value of the bicycle minus cost of raffle ticket

Judge

other objects that cost ten dollars

Senator

winning the new bicycle

Governor

losing the ten dollars

Representative
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3. How can the Department of Agriculture encourage consumers to support
Colorado farmers by buying locally grown crops?
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4. According to Source 4, how did the Homestead Act help Adeline Hornbek
settle in the Florissant Valley?

5. Based on Source 2, which Colorado city is southwest of the Florissant
Fossil Beds?

A

A

B

B

C

C

D

D

It gave her instructions about how to build her home.

Cripple Creek

It provided her with land she used for ranching.

Lake George

It allowed her to make money from mining.

Guffey

It supplied her with cattle and livestock.

Divide

Directions: You will use the information in your Source Book to answer the
following set of questions. Open Source Set 3 of your Source Book and study the
National Monuments Sources on pages 20 through 24 to answer questions 
4 through 9.
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6. Circle the correct answer for each blank to complete the sentences.

  

Based on Source 4, Adeline Hornbek settled in the Florissant 
Valley because there was ___________________________

and a large supply of ______ to build her family’s house.

petrified wood and many fossils

silver mines and good roads

good soil and clean water

wood

sod

stone
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7. Based on the sources, explain how the U.S. government encouraged
migration to and settlement in Colorado during the mid- to late 1800s.
Use two pieces of evidence from the sources to support your answer.
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8. Use the sources to explain three ways that Colorado’s physical features
attracted settlers and miners to the state.
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9. Based on the sources, explain how the American Antiquities Act
protected Colorado’s Florissant Valley. Then explain how the act benefits
scientists and people who study history.

You have completed all questions related to the 
National Monuments Sources.
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TURN THE PAGE AND
CONTINUE WORKING
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10. Collecting rainwater for personal use, like watering a garden, was
against the law in Colorado.

Imagine lawmakers were thinking about changing this law. Select two
posters that might have persuaded lawmakers to keep the law the same,
and select two posters that might have convinced lawmakers to change
the law. Draw a line from each poster to its correct box.

Directions: Use the information below to answer the question on the next page.
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Keep the Law

Change the Law

Saving rainwater 
saves money!

$

Gardeners need 
to save rainwater 
for their crops.

Let the rainwater 
flow to the rivers 
for the fish!

Rainwater is 
polluted! Use 
clean city water.
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11. Which choice best describes a negative economic incentive?

A

B

C

D

giving your friend money for a present

paying a fine for a late library book

buying a pencil at the school store

getting a free toy in your cereal
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12. Study the map.

  

Which city is most in need of irrigation to provide water for crops?

Fraser Fort
Morgan

Colorado
Springs

Fort Collins

BoulderGrand
Junction

Colorado Average Annual Rainfall
and Snowfall, 1971-2000

LEGEND

Above 55
40 to 55

25 to 40
10 to 25
Under 10

Precipitation in inches

Fraser

Fort Collins

Fort
Morgan

Colorado
Springs

BoulderGrand
Junction

A

B

C

D

E

F

Boulder

Colorado Springs

Fort Collins

Fort Morgan

Fraser

Grand Junction
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13. Read the scenario and answer the question.

If the person accepts the job offer, which statement is correct?

A person is trying to decide whether or not to accept a job offer. The
new job pays more money, but the new office is thirty minutes
farther from home.

A

B

C

D

The economic incentive for this decision is cheaper health insurance.

The opportunity cost of this decision is the time now spent driving.

The financial risk of this decision is giving up the old job.

The benefit of this decision is paying lower income taxes.
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14. Look at the chart.

How did the people listed in this chart affect the development of
Colorado society? Complete the chart by drawing a line from the effect
on Colorado to the correct empty box in the chart.

 

Managed a
gold mine
Opened a 
trading 
company in 
Denver that 
sold food, 
clothing, and 
furniture
from China

• 

• 

Taught 
Spanish-
speaking
students
Helped
Trinidad, CO 
build a
bigger school

• 

• 

Treated 
injured 
miners
Treated 
people during 
the flu
outbreak of 
1918–1919

• 

• 

Chin Lin Sou
1836–1894
Born in China

C
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y 
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Juana Suaso
Simpson,
1827–1916
Born in New
Mexico

C
ou

rt
es

y 
of

 t
he

 C
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o
V
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Dr. Susan
Anderson,
1870–1960
Born in Indiana

C
ou

rt
es

y 
of

 t
he

 C
ol

or
ad

o
V
ir
tu
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 L
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ra

ry
.o

rg

Person Helpful
Actions

Effects on
Colorado

Helped people
develop skills
that would
improve their
lives

Showed that
women could
do things that
many people
thought only
men could do

Introduced the
people of 
Colorado to the
culture of people
from other parts
of the world
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This is the end of Item Set 3.

15. Which option best defines opportunity cost?

A

B

C

D

something that increases the possibility that something bad will
happen

the value of something we give up in order to get something else

when people want more of something than is available

something that makes a person work harder
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